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ABSTRACT

This research study and analyse the various attacks RFID card on Mifare's disadvantage and safety concerns crux of the problem. The key recovery attack method depends on a plaintext-ciphertext pair on the existing relationship, as well as the secret parameters of the pseudo random number for use of the timing inappropriate. We proposed a scheme to improve the mechanisms for authentication, no additional secret parameters into the standard, solely by readers and tags communication between the timing of the change of use of the secret parameters. This mechanism can make plaintext-ciphertext pair of the derivation relationship does not exist and be used in the Mifare-like of the RFID products. Attackers don't have the possibility to obtain the key stream, thus making available to obtain the secret key of the attack ineffective. Besides, we also proposed an enhanced authentication for ubiquitous computing. The present invention is to achieve RFID for improvement mutual authentication and protects against skimming attacks. The invention uses streamcipher technologies can strengthen the implementation of ISO 9798-2 security authentication mechanism, such as the defence has been publicly Mifare Classic from the various attacks. Our proposed authentication protocol can be used to solve the secret key recovery security problems of RFID systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

RFID (radio frequency identification) systems, there are two major components of basic elements: Tag (transponder), attached to objects to mark the uniqueness of the component; card reader (interrogator), the system on which the read-write tag devices. Tag is a system of user-side device operation, which provides storage field, with identity authentication, data access to provide application functionality. Sophisticated card structure, have more memory space, providing more powerful encryption and decryption functionality module, of course, will cost more expensive.

Tag is a system of user-side device operation, which provides storage field, with identity authentication, data access to provide application functionality. Sophisticated card structure, have more memory space, providing more powerful encryption and decryption functionality module, of course, will cost more expensive.

A typical deployment of an RFID system involves three types of legitimate entities, namely tags, readers and back-end servers. The tags are attached to, or embedded in, objects to be identified. They consist of a transponder and an RF coupling element. The coupling element has an antenna coil to capture RF power, clock pulses and data from the RFID reader. The readers typically contain a transceiver, a control unit, and a coupling element, to interrogate tags. They
implement a radio interface to the tags and also a high level interface to a backend server that processes captured data. The back-servers are trusted entities that maintain a database containing the information needed to identify tags, including their identification numbers. Since the integrity of an RFID system is entirely dependent on the proper behaviour of the server, it is assumed that the server is physically secure and not attackable. It is certainly legitimate to consider privacy mechanisms that reduce the trust on the back-end server; for instance, to mitigate the ability of the server to collect user-behaviour information.

A variety of RFID applications in daily life have been quite a lot, such as building access control, take the bus rapid transit, mobile micro-payment, borrow library books and logistics supply chain management. This technology enhances the security of these applications of RFID, and it should enhance the additional value of products and competitiveness. This proposed technology can be applied using RFID products in many applications of the techniques, for example: transportation systems, access control systems, logistics, supply chain systems and mobile payment system.

In this paper, however, we shall not investigate such privacy attacks. These have been discussed extensively elsewhere. Here we shall consider the servers to be entirely trusted. The verify part, devices need an identification system because both parties unknown whether the other party as legitimate members of. Identity verification devices have two major techniques. The one-way hash identification is the most commonly used one-way authentication. The mutual authentication is over the challenge-response authentication mechanism to achieve. Low-cost RFID tags are already being used for supply chain management and are a promising new technology that can be used to support the security of wireless ubiquitous applications. RFID tags may be components of larger ubiquitous systems, and many RFID authentication protocols are executed in arbitrary composition with other secure protocols. RFID protocols are not used in isolation, but concurrently, possibly involving other ubiquitous applications (e.g., Sensors, meats, etc.).

2. RELATED WORKS

Radio Frequency Identification is the product of limited resources with a low-cost, slight computing power and a few memory capacity attributes. Therefore it is a good design to take stream ciphers to achieve its authentication mechanism and encryption algorithms without too many resources.

For example, Mifare Classic RFID uses a stream cipher to archive encryption authentication. However cryptographic algorithms used for the system is weak, even if the identity authentication mechanism is the use of international standard methods. If this identity authentication mechanism parameter design is not ideal, the whole system designed is still unsafe.

Identity authentication mechanism is currently accepted standard practice “Challenge-Response Authentication”, to respond to questioning the identity authentication mechanism. For example, B is the challenger to authenticate the identity for responder A, the mechanism requires: B is to make sure A has only know the common secret parameters K. The identification process is, first, B produces the random number r when questioning the value of Challenge sent to A. A to receive the r and calculates Response S with the both sides secret parameters generated by the cryptographic value K of response, back to the B. B receives a response values, with their common to both of the secret parameters of K by comparing the results of cryptographic operations, if the same can be sure the other has only the A and B have the secret parameters, which the other does as A.
2.1. ISO 9798-2 [1]

The currently operate identity authentication mechanism by symmetric encryption for the international standard ISO 9798-2, the one-way identity authentication mechanism, as shown below, set B to identify whether the other side A or not; B generate random value rB when the cross-examination to give the other side A; Then A using the common secret key K and random number on the receipt of rB to generate an encrypted identifier may EK (rB, B*) as a response value back to the B. In EK (rB, B*) the “*” indicates the identifier for the option B is an option, “,” that order with or concatenation means. B receives a response value is obtained if the correct decryption rB and B* with correct K, can be recognized the other has a K, the other for the A. Namely B of A for questioning actions by authenticated responding.

1. A← B: rB
2. A→ B: EK(rB, B*)

An RFID protocol requires at least two passes for (one-way) tag authentication: a challenge from the server and a response from the tag. If the tag initiates the protocol then we need at least three passes for secure tag authentication. For a minimalist approach one should aim for two passes. O-TRAP is an RFID one-way authentication protocol that was proposed in [2]. Each tag stores two values: a pre-shared, private, long-term key k_tag, and a volatile identifying pseudonym r_tag which is updated each time the tag is challenged. The server has a database in which it stores for each tag the pair of values (r_tag, k_tag) indexed by r_tag. The reader selects a random string r_sys and broadcasts it to all tags in their range. r_sys would be used to authenticate all tags and be used to update which’s pseudorandom value r_tag in the RFID system. The cost for both tag and server is just one application of a pseudo-random function (PRFs). O-TRAP shows that such level of security is achievable at a low cost.

2.2. Mifare Standard [3]

![Diagram](image)

\[ f_0^4 = 0x9E98 = (a+b)(c+1)(a+d)+(b+1)c+a \]
\[ f_0^4 = 0xB48E = (a+c)(a+b+c)+(a+b)cd+b \]

Figure 1. CRYPTO–1 Cipher [3]
Mifare Tag used in cryptography CRYPTO-1[4] is streaming the password system (stream cipher), a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) based streaming cryptography. The reverse engineering analysis, the streaming cipher for Mifare Tag is simple, fast encryption speed, but because the 48bit key length is shorter, can not provide enough security strength. CRYPTO-1 in 48bit the LFSR state values produced by the nonlinear filter function 1 bit keystream output. LFSR state values, only 20 bits of the odd location of the bit will enter the nonlinear filter function (fa, fb, fc) conducted operations. Somewhat short of the 48-bit key value is the Mifare weakness in high-computing environment is relatively easy to brute force attack.

Mifare system in the security part of the authentication protocol is the use of ISO three pass authentication process, based on challenge-response of the ISO9798-2 standards-based, two-way identity can be achieved identification, to the effect of mutual authentication. Step 1: Reader sends an authentication request to tag. Step 2: Tag choose a challenge nonce, which notes nT, returns nT to Reader. Step 3: Reader choosing a challenge nonce, which notes nR, and computing an answer, which notes aR, then send nR and aR to tag. Step 4, Tag calculated response value aT, and aT pass Reader, the end of the authentication process.

We use the notations summarized in Table 1 to describe protocols throughout the remainder of this paper. The following diagram represents an RFID authentication process in which the parameters for the description of Figure 2 appeared in the definition:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tag</td>
<td>RF tag, or transponder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reader</td>
<td>RF tag reader, or transceiver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Cryptographic key, shared between Tag and Reader.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uid</td>
<td>The Unique ID of Mifare Tag is a unique identification number of Tag, shared between Tag and Reader.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nT</td>
<td>The authentication challenge sending from Mifare Tag.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ks1,ks2,ks3</td>
<td>ks1,ks2,ks3,…are keystreams used to encrypt and decrypt, generated from the PRNG of CRYPTO–1. The rear number is the number of rounds. Each round time is 32-bit shift time duration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ }</td>
<td>Brace means that informations had been encrypted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{nR}</td>
<td>The authentication challenge sending from Mifare Reader.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ackR}</td>
<td>The authentication response sending from Mifare Reader.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ackT}</td>
<td>The authentication response sending from Mifare Tag.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prng’( )</td>
<td>A pseudo random number generator based on LFSR architecture, superscript x is the number of rounds. Each round time is 32-bit shift time duration. Brackets for the LFSR initial state, which is commonly, know as the seed value.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. EXISTING MIFARE ATTACKS AND THE CRITICAL WEAKNESSES

The ability to create clones of tags can be used as a means to overcome counterfeit protection (e.g., in passports). The ability to create clones of tags can be used as a preparatory step in a theft scheme. Again, it exposes corporations to new vulnerabilities if RFIDs are used to automate verification steps to streamline security procedures.

Identity and authentication mechanisms are key technologies in many of the security and privacy RFID applications. Most RFID devices achieve the key distribution through authentication mechanisms. Once the authentication mechanisms are compromised, or information leaks vulnerabilities enough to be cracked, the security of data protection almost nonexistent. One example was Mifare card hack. Mifare card was the most widely used contactless smart cards currently. Mifare cards have been revealed, there are some security flaws. In October 2007, the hacker group after another released the messages of Mifare card security concerns. The research [5] by way of reverse engineering for the dismantling of the logical circuit discovered the internal Mifare chip encryption module structure. The research [6] claimed that the ready ability to forge Mifare card. This chapter discussion Mifare weakness and help to improve the program.

3.1. Existing Mifare attacks recently

There are some side-channel attacks and timing attacks, both types are physical attacks that target the protocol layer interface. In the international conference Usenix2008, "Reverse-Engineering a Cryptographic RFID Tag" use the techniques field of computer science, physical attack, circuit implementation, authentication protocols analysis, reverse analysis of the chip structure. This stage of the secret key recovery attacks was the use of rainbow table technique. In the Chaos Communication Camp 2007 conference, “Practical RFID Attacks” introduced the sniffer tools for Mifare card, OpenPCD and OpenPICC at Aug. 10, 2007. Then “A Practical Attack on the MIFARE Classic” published in 2008, sniffer tool changed to use ProxmarkIII. The paper introduced keystreams recovery attacks, include keystream recovery, keystream mapping and authentication replay. At this stage, only for the repeatability of the keystream to
be used, not to crack the encryption key [5][7]. Henryk Plötz wrote his doctor thesis in German finalization at Aug. 2008. Mifare attacks against them had classified the existing discussion. At this time of key recovery, still in use legitimate card reader for on-line brute force attack. In the trial stage, the thesis discussed the authentications of $2^{48}$ times. This is very typical of the time-memory trade-off equipment; and to explore the random number generator's cycle length is too narrow to capture. The value of information can be used repeatedly; keystream recovery approach is the same as “A Practical Attack on the MIFARE Classic”[7]. The most valuable parts of this study is that their team delivered the software to simulate the operation of opensource agreement, Philips / NXP Mifare Crypto-1 implementation v1.0 by Karsten Nohl, Henryk Plötz, Sean O’Neil. The open source C language program code was almost for the following key recovery attack to achieve the reference to the study.

“Anatomy of a Subway Hack” [9] in 2008, MIT students to practice for the Boston subway attack, and show tickets for illegal value-added means of magnetic stripe. [8] point out about Mifare cards the random number generator the narrow length, the filter function of the framework law of a segmentation feature. Although they did not reach the realization of dense Mifare breaking. But a substantial disclosure by the media had begun to cause public panic, nontechnical background issues of concern and attention. “Dismantling MIFARE Classic”[5] and the Security & Privacy 2009 Best Paper “Wirelessly Pickpocketing a Mifare Classic Card”[8] can be regarded as key recovery of the real discussion and possible implementation. The use of legal tag for off-line brute force attack costs about as big as a 0.6ms/time ~ 1500times/sec. time. Concludes these papers can be summarized in the following two points: (1) calculated under the somewhat short of the safety of 48-bit key value, high-computing environment in a relatively easy to brute force, could not resist off-line brute force attacks; (2) inappropriate The error handling mechanism for an attacker provides additional information to judge for the hacker attacks using error handling and then simplify the verification steps violent attacks.

The papers [5][6][7][8][9] introduced keystreams recovery attacks, include keystream recovery, keystream mapping, authentication replay and key recovery. The above researches are existing Mifare attacks recently and these have included the critical weaknesses of the Mifare system under attacks. This chapter does not discuss weakness but do improve the program. For details on such issues, and more generally on standards for RFID systems, the reader is referred to the Mifare, ISO 14443a standard and above researches about attacks.

3.2. The critical weaknesses of Mifare system under attacks

Symmetrical secret agreement by the challenge response based on the encryption technology, defined in ISO/IEC 9798-2 standard [1]. One-way authentication as follows: There are two partners A and B have the same private key. B sends a random number rB to A. A encrypted this random number rB using pre-shared key K and sent it back to B. B prove results and can be verified A status legal or illegal. The mutual authentication protocol is similar work. B sends a random number Rb to A. A encryption shared key K and self-generated random number Ra, and sends it to B. B decrypts the message, you can prove that if Rb and get the right pull. B change the sequence of random numbers encrypted with K it for the A: and B demonstrate the results of the authentication [10].

Control 3-pass authentication, the operation of the process Mifare Tag sending Uid is equivalent to sending the pre-operation steps to initialize. When Tag sends a random number nT, the equivalent of challenge1 gave Mifare Reader. Mifare Reader uses the random number nT for the second round as seed derivative, that is aR. aR as response1 back to the Mifare Tag. Mifare Tag
Mifare Reader get \( \{nR\} \) to the Mifare Tag, as challenge2. If Mifare Tag can decrypt the ciphertext \( \{nR\} \), get nR, Mifare Tag encrypted using the random number seed nT for the third round of derivatives with secret parameter nR, denoted as aT, as response2 back to the Mifare Reader. Mifare Reader will verify this response2 to authenticate Mifare Tag. Reader completed the one-way on the Tag authentication; thus complete the mutual authentication.

Malicious could have access to keystream opportunity to the communication process in authentication. As described below: Malicious people can figure out \( prng^2(nT) \) depend on nT and public \( prng(\ ) \) function. Therefore people can calculate the ks2. It can calculate the \( prng^3(nT) \) to obtain ks3, and so on. On the other hand, suddenly removed the Mifare card during communicating in the authentication process, the reader will be heard a suspension of halt command. Halt command and ks3 for the XOR operation, the halt instruction formats have been standardized in ISO14443 standard. Therefore, a malicious person can get through the calculation of some ks3 information. Malicious people can restore the capacity used in the authentication of ks1, ks2, some or all of the ks3.

An attacker only obtained in the following communication channel relevant information, close to the Mifare secret key hack : (1) Uid : the Unique ID of Mifare Tag. (2) nT : the authentication challenge sending from Mifare Tag. (3) \( \{nR\} \) : the authentication challenge sending from Mifare Reader. (4) \( \{aR\} \) : the authentication response sending from Mifare Reader. (5) \( \{aT\} \) : the authentication response sending from Mifare Tag.

Authentication mechanism based on the original standard protocol Tag sent Reader authentication stage of the response \( suc^2(nT)@ks2 \), as long as the use of retrieval to obtain the plaintext nT, after \( prng^2(nT) \) of the operation, you can get ks2. With the same operations, it is available of ks3. If an attacker can legally between Tag and Reader to retrieve the authentication of a successful communication, then the attacker can specify the relationship between ciphertext on, informed ks2, ks3. With ks2, ks3 to be anti back to verify the introduction of state; back to the introduction of the target state, can roll back to the initial KEY. Mifare system is used by 48-bit secret key.

The authentication mechanism between Mifare Classic RFID Tag and Mifare RFID Reader identity, as shown below, is the use of international standard ISO9798-2 mutual authentication mechanism, but the small magnitude of the improvement. The RFID anti-collision process has been completed before identity authentication. The reader already has the tag ID (uid). Start the identity authentication process, electronic tags should produce a random number of nonce nT when questioning the value of Challenge to give the reader; Then, the common key K, uid@nT and nR, the random number of readers have, concatenation to send the keystream generated from LFSR. The LFSR by the (K, uid@nT) generated keystream ks1, and then generate the keystream ks2 with nR. With ks1 encryption nR, nT derivative, \( suc^2(nT) \), with the number of encryption ks2, must respond to the value, nR@ks1 and \( suc^2(nT)@ks2 \), back to the electronic tags. Tags receive a response value, the use of (K, uid@nT) generated decryption keystream ks1 was nR, nR even then have ks2 decryption sequence was \( suc^2(nT) \); electronic tag authentication confirmation \( suc^2(nT) \) to confirm the identity of the reader. If accurate, electronic tags and then
produced on the keystream $ks_3 \oplus suc^2(nT)$ derived $suc^3(nT)$ encryption, authentication back to the reader to complete the mutual authentication process.

From the above, we can see Mifare Classic RFID system is not directly on the random number $nT$ encryption, but will not open after the first $nT$ through $suc^2(nT)$ operation before the encryption. Message $suc^2(nT) \oplus ks_2$ cannot be directly derived by keystream $ks_2$, should be more secure. But $suc^2(nT)$ as a linear function, and has been discovered through reverse engineering analysis, so $suc^2(nT)$ has been known. It can be deduced, this is the crack point of Mifare Classic system.

4. PROPOSED SECURED RFID MUTUAL AUTHENTICATION SCHEME

In this section we briefly describe Mifare-like authentication protocol. The protocol has two improvement benefits and is illustrated in Figure 5. Two implementations are considered, one using a Timestamp, the other the delay effect. One is the the defence for existence of relations between plain-ciphertext pairs, and the other one is the defence for an inappropriate use opportunity of $nR$, the improper use of time. Both have a small footprint and low-cost characteristics, well within Mifare constraints for tags with read-write capability. We conclude by discussing the need for a modular security approach with RFID technology that will support off-the-shelf applications, and the need for making RFID technology resistant to side-channel attacks.

4.1. The main defences

For such improvements of those disadvantages, we proposed following idea of the complete program. There are two defences.

4.1.1. The defence for existence of relations between plain-ciphertext pairs

The parameters used for verification which was only by the express delivery of $nT$ for the derivatives as a random number seed is indeed a dangerous way! Mifare system clear view of the existence of the lack of plain-ciphertext pairs, we proposed defence mechanism with considerations of hidden explicit. We act as the random challenge encrypted. The attacker gets out keystream based on the fail. The following description of the practice:

Refer to Figure 2, Mifare authentication protocol, we first explain that the keystream generated $ks_0$ by cipher(K,Uid) which used to encrypt the plaintext challenge $nT$. Taking into account the
value of $K$ is given, $Uid$ for the fixed value, the type arising out of $ks0$ constant. There will be security concerns. People can eliminate the value of $ks0$. Because the attacker encrypts the challenge made by the two mutually exclusive or operation. So we will timestamp features into key generation parameters, in order to confuse the key characteristics of streaming $ks0$ value.

Control 3-pass authentication process steps, Mifare Reader do the initial process sending time stamp $TS$ to disrupt $ks0$, which we used to encrypt the previous plaintext message, random number $nT$, here. When Tag sends encrypted random number $nT$, denoted as $\{nT\}$, it is the equivalent of challenge1 gave Mifare Reader. Mifare Reader receives and decrypts it, use this decrypted random number $nT$ for the second round seed derivatives, denoted as $aR$. Then reader encrypted $aR$ as response1, denoted as $\{aR\}$, back to the Mifare Tag. Mifare Tag verifies this response1 to authenticate Mifare Reader. This is a one-way authentication from Tag to Reader.

Mifare Reader get $\{nR\}$ to the Mifare Tag, as challenge2. If Mifare Tag can decrypt the ciphertext $\{nR\}$, get $nR$, Mifare Tag encrypted using the random number seed $nT$ for the third round of derivatives with secret parameter $nR$, denoted as $aT$, as response2 back to the Mifare Reader. Mifare Reader will verify this response2 to authenticate Mifare Tag. Reader completed the one-way on the Tag authentication; thus complete the mutual authentication.

This scheme which changes the timing of the use of cipher encryption parameters will be encrypted previous plaintext random number and then send $\{nT\}$. The verify basis $nT$ derivatives were protected. Even if scheme procedures are public, plain-ciphertext pairs would not exist.

### 4.1.2. The defence for inappropriate use opportunity of $nR$

Agreement on the standard operation of the authentication mechanism, if attackers can retrieve the identification of a successful communication between Tag and Reader, then they can get information $ks2$ and $ks3$, depend on (a.) the relationship of plain-ciphertext pairs. With informed $ks2$ and $ks3$, attackers can verify and reverse back to the possible cipher internal secret states. Correct target states can be released. Although there is a secret parameter $nR$ used to encrypt transmissions to prevent successful rollback, but the designers did not consider of the detailed bit-operation sequence characteristics. Therefore attacks who can take advantage of (b.) the existing timing lack of $nR$ improper usage, through the attack sequence of circuit techniques to obtain disclosure of information operations $nR$. Attackers can still roll back to the initial secret KEY.

![Keystream generator](image)

**Figure 4.** CRYPTO–1 LFSR-based keystream generator
Firstly, simplify the CRYPTO-1 LFSR-based keystream generator of Figure 4, which shows the internal structure of Mifare. The 48-bit LFSR by the non-linear filter generate a keystream bit at each time slot. Each time slot delivery time shift sequence is corresponding to each plaintext input bit, each parameter bit of states, each keystream bit, each ciphertext bit from plaintext bit by bit XOR keystream and each internal state bit. Here the internal states referred to is that the above keystream generator LFSR states, size of 48-bit. Like sliding window LFSR slide on the way in the internal states bit transitive forward.

According to sequential characteristics of the circuit operation, the time slot shift easily pushed export delivery nR message leakage, when the Tag receives each nR bit immediately use the next bit encryption parameters. The sequential circuit operation although explore the diversity of the Reader ks, but also makes the information secret parameters too concentrated. We could let the parameter nR with a delay to the next unit of time, which is the next round. After 32 clocks, then it is equivalent to the operation of the parallel word units. The recovery of nR will be complex and difficult to achieve. The the time cost of ks pushed back operation pay is 9.44 s * 32 = 0.3 ms.

4.2. The Improvement Mifare-like Protection Scheme

For improvements of the two disadvantages, we proposed following idea of the complete program. Mifare Tag sending timestamp TS, equivalent to the Initial steps for the preliminary work, involved the generated keystream ks1 and ks2 which used to encrypt in the following steps. The purpose of TS parameter is used to disrupt the fixed cycle characteristics of keystream generating in the initial cold boot. Reader then sends encrypted random number nR using ks1, denoted as {nR}. Tag sends encrypted random number nT using ks2, denoted as {nT}. At this stage each of the two parties throws challenges to each other. And then while taking advantage of nR and nT used to encrypt the following steps involved in generating the keystreams ks3 and ks4. If both sides can decrypt getting solutions, each with the other party's secret, from another point of view, it is equivalent to key exchange (key agreement) of secret parameters of the operating mechanism.

Mifare Reader nT for the use of random number seed derivatives of the first round, which is ackR, ks3 encrypted by a {ackR}, as response1 back to the Mifare Tag. Mifare Tag verify this response1 to authenticate Mifare Reader, completed Tag to Reader's authentication. Mifare Tag encrypted nT seed the random number for the derivatives of the second round using nR and nT, which is ackT, encrypted by ks4 a {ackT}, as response2 back to the Mifare Reader. Mifare Reader then verifies this response2 to authenticate Mifare Tag, Reader completed a one-way on the Tag authentication. This completes the mutual-way authentication.

The program changes the timing of the use of cipher encryption parameters. Even though Mifare architecture was exposed, plain-cipher text pairs would not exist. The complete concept of the security scheme is nT based on a random number of unknown and uncertain characteristics, as well as the secret parameters of the pseudo random numbers using timed operation.
Declared for the current density of the attack broke Mifare, which can be divided into online and offline attacks against the two major categories. Online attacks using wireless transmission, to eavesdropping (sniffing), collecting the normal transmission between tag and reader as identification information, to extract the data required to achieve key crack, counterfeiting identity, ... such purposes. Off-line attack is based on non-legitimate reader equipment, that repeat the verification Mifare tag to get a specific response in order to make the necessary compared with trial and error to achieve the purpose of cracking the key.

Between tags and readers based authentication protocol that can be exploited by malicious people use public transport message to get the keystreams. Repeatedly used to obtain the key stream operations to be open on the encryption mechanism CRYPTO - 1 reverse authentication, then the state of LFSR can be obtained. Besides, people just need to eavesdrop or malicious the communication information between Mifare card and the reader to be collected, it can be crack to find the available keystream between tags and readers. It would be able to fake legitimate after the Mifare card reader for reading, writing and copying and other activities.

We produce timestamp features into key generation parameters. The timestamp operation of this mechanism need not be protected, just as not to disrupt the fixed keystream characteristics with the purpose of valuation. Originally used to be as plaintext and cleartext pairs on the attack nT, caused by the keystream ks2 encryption, so no direct access to the known association specified characteristics of the known ciphertext. Current [5][6] against failure.

After the amendment protection strategy nR, the attacker can not easily get the nR from plaintext-ciphertext pairs. That can not be easily pushed back to the 48-bit secret key. That is the attacker trying to crack the ciphertext on the relationship between nT clear whether there is or not feasible under violent attack, the attacker even more difficult to calculate 2^32 complexity of the trial and error levels. Such [5][6][7][8] against failure.
5. PROPOSED SECURED RFID MUTUAL AUTHENTICATION SCHEME IN UBIQUITOUS

After the protection scheme design, we proposed a general case Secured RFID Mutual Authentication Scheme Based on Fast Stream Cipher.

International standard ISO9798-2 two-way (mutual) identity authentication mechanism, as shown below, in addition to B of A for questioning actions by authenticated response (step 1 and step 2) outside, A is also for cross-examination of the B response to actions by authenticated (step 2 and step 3).

1. A ← B: rB
2. A → B: EK(rA, rB, B*)
3. A ← B: EK(rA, rB)

If the Challenge-Response Authentication of the cryptographic operations is the use of streaming encryption algorithms, the encryption key stream flow (keystream) K[n] is can be easily derived, and let the identity authentication mechanism more extra security concerns. For example, if the ISO 9798-2 identity authentication mechanism using streaming encryption, then the one-way authentication, and EK(rB, B) = K1[n] ⊕ (rB, B)[n]; mutual authentication, and EK(rA, rB, B) = K2[n] ⊕ (rA, rB, B)[n]. Therefore the attacker from the code to the rB and B of the ID, can be introduced (rB, B) corresponding to the keystream block K1[n] or K2[n]. This phenomenon of the use of strong secure stream cipher strength is still not a big problem, but weaker on the use of secure stream cipher strength of the limited resources of devices such as RFID, the attacker could launch by the flow of key K[n], then A and B for further derived the common secret parameters, stream cipher key KAB, so the identity authentication mechanism which is triggered to crack the big problem.

Here we provide a method for verifying identity, which can improve the functional deficiency for verifying host. When a second host receives a challenge value transferred from a first host, the second host obtains a secret identify value through an operating function according to the challenge value and a secret parameter. And the second host generates a response value by encrypting the secret identify value, and sends the response value to the first host, such that the first host verifies the identity of the second host according to the response value. Similarly, the second host could verify the identity of the first host. In the present invention, because the secret parameter and the public operating function are used in coordination, plaintext-ciphertext pairs can’t be calculated from the challenge value and the response value under the unknown secret parameter. Accordingly, the known plaintext attack will be prevented.

5.1. Way to implement this technology

The mechanisms of the technology for streaming encryption algorithms using the limited resources of devices such as RFID, the Challenge-Response authentication mechanisms defensible streamcipher keystream is easily derived, so that limited resources can more layer of protection to guard against known plaintext attacks. The mechanism techniques to one-way authentication between A and B, for example, the following shows:
The design of the technology is the challenge value C and response R with the C=rB1, R=K1⊕rB2, rB1≠rB2, and rB1 and rB2 do not derive the relationship between each other. This resolve the challenge-response by streaming encryption algorithms respond to the authentication mechanism secret key projections of the shortcomings of current easily.

5.2. Four embodiments to implement this technology

In order to achieve value C and response value R satisfy the conditions of the technology, there are several embodiments:

(A) rB1 for the A and B there are the pre-shared secret parameters of the operation K on rB results, rB2 for the random number:

For example, rB =f(K, rB), rB is random; rB2=rB; A and B have a pre-shared secret parameter K. A receipt rB1 can be calculated rB=f⁻¹(K, rB1), where f() as a function of inverse function of the cryptographic operations. Therefore, Challenge-Response authentication mechanism can be

1. A← B: f(K, rB)
2. A→ B: EK(rB, B*)

(B) rB2 for the A and B the operation of K on the rB results, and rB1 for the random number:

For example, rB1=rB; rB2=f(K,rB), rB is random; A and B have a pre-secret secret parameter K. A receipt rB can be calculated rB2=f(K,rB), where f() for the cryptographic operations functions. Therefore, the authentication mechanism can respond to

1. A← B: rB
2. A→ B: EK(f(K, rB), B*)

(C) rB1 order with time stamp T and pre-shared secret K of the operation result of rB, and even rB2 is the order of T and rB:

For example, rB1=T,f(K, rB), rB is random; rB2=rB; A and B have a pre-shared secret parameter K. A receipt rB1 cut out T, f(K, rB), can be calculated rB=f⁻¹(K, f(K, rB)). Therefore, the authentication mechanism can respond to

1. A← B: T, f(K, rB)
2. A→ B: EK(T, rB, B*)

(D) rB2 order with time stamp T and pre-shared secret K of the operation result of rB, and rB1 sequence with T and rB:
For example, $rB1 = T, rB$; $rB2 = T, f(K, rB)$, $rB$ is random; A and B have a pre-shared secret parameter $K$. A received $T, rB$ can be calculated $rB2 = T, f(K, rB)$, where $f()$ for the cryptographic operations functions. Therefore, the authentication mechanism can respond to

1. $A \leftarrow B: T, rB$

2. $A \rightarrow B: EK(T, f(K, rB) B^*)$

6. CONCLUSIONS

In recent RFID systems, it is still possible to get both reader and tag messages in one capture. To analyse unknown RFID protocols it is very convenient to get a full trace of the transaction [12][13][14][15]. This feature was of great use to retrieve the keystream from one authentication session to construct the optimized table attack exploiting linear combinations.

We introduce security mechanisms appropriate to defeat RFID authentication attacks, and show how a recently proposed RFID authentication protocol uses them to achieve security. This technique does not have to import any additional secret parameters. Solely by readers and electronic tags read and write the secret parameters of the use of time between changes without any new pre-shared secret parameters. People can make plaintext-ciphertext derivation relationship does not exist, to achieve improved security identification. The secret of having an additional parameter in the standard, just reading and writing machine and the electronic tag through the secret parameters of the use of time between changes, no new pre-share the secret parameters, you can make plaintext, ciphertext Derivation of relationship does not exist, to achieve improved security identification. It provides low-resource hardware implementation of a common solution for multi-mode. It is proper to ubiquitous computing devices such as a sensor mote or an RFID tag.
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